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POLICE LICENSED PREMISES INCIDENT REPORT
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Shoulder No/Name: 08688 StatIon: Brackneli LPA: Bracknefl and Wokingham

r

Premises Nametocation: Bracknell Wines, 1 Market Place, Bracknell, RG1 2 1 DT

Incident Date: 03/01/2018 IncIdent Time;

Command & Control URN:
Crime Report(s):

staff member not able to
CCW SeIzed? use system to give to us

when requested

Sources of lnfonnauon:
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Local shopkeeper has reported URN 754 03/01/2018 which is report of street drinkers on the bvench putside his
premise. On attendance by PCSO C8688 Darby-Shearing and PC 429 May he has been very frustrated by the
ongoing issue and lack of action to the point of being abusive to PC May. Another business owner from

has shown us photographs on her phone (these are attached to my email) showing the street drinkers there
from 1100 till 1500 that day drinking from cans and with a bottle of vodka all purchased from Brackneil Wines. One
of the males shown in the photos drinking alcohol there all afternoon has gone on to become verbally abusive and
aggressive within the High street to a group of youths outside Mcdonalds. PC May and PCSO Darby-Sheañng have
attempted to control this situation but have had to withdraw due to potential violence displayed by the male to police
and back up being a long way off. On arrival of other officers it has taken several to take control of the male and 2
have been assaulted in the process. Male has to be both captured and tasered. This situation esculated to this point
due to the male having been able to sit outside Bracknel wines and drink alcohol to the level where he has lost control.
URN 869 03/0112018 refers.
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Premise were asked for their cctv at the time of our attendance and the shop keeper did not know how to use the
system to allow us access to it I believe this is a breach of the terms of thefr license.
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Pc 429 May has taken details from ( business Owner). the photos have been sent to
PCSO 08688 Darby-shearing.
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